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January 1 

The New Year 

 

With the opening of the New Year, all the closed portals of limitations will be 

thrown open and I shall move through them to vaster fields, where my worthwhile 

dreams of life will be fulfilled. 

 

Sri Sri Paramhansa Yogananda 

“Yogoda Satsanga annual-series booklet” 

 

January 2 
The New Year 
 
For the New Year my greatest wish and prayer for you is that you cast aside wrong 
habits of thinking and doing. Don't drag your bad habits into the New year. You don't 
have to carry them with you. Any minute you may have to drop your mortal package, 
and those habits will vanish. they don't belong to you now. don't admit them! Leave 
behind all useless thoughts and past sorrows and bad habits. Start life anew! 

 
Sri Sri Paramhansa Yogananda 

“Yogoda Satsanga annual-series booklet” 

 

January 3 
The New Year 
 
Choose which habits you are going to destroy in the New Year. Make up your mind 
about them and stick to your decision. Resolve to give more time to God: to meditate 
regularly every day, and on one night each week to meditate several hours, so that 
you can feel your spiritual progress in God. Resolve that you are going to practice Kriya 
Yoga regularly and that you are going to control your appetites and emotions. Be a 
master! 
 

Sri Sri Paramhansa Yogananda  
“Man’s Eternal Quest” 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



January 4 
The Guru 
 
In the beginning of one's spiritual search, it is wise to compare various spiritual paths 
and teachers. But when you find the real guru destined for you, the one whose 
teachings can lead you to the Divine Goal, then restless searching should cease. A 
spiritually thirsty person should not go on indefinitely seeking new wells; rather he 
should go to the best well and drink daily of its living waters. 
 

Sri Sri Paramhansa Yogananda  
“Yogoda Satsanga Lessons”  

 

January 5 
The Guru - Birthday of Sri Sri Paramhansa Yogananda 
 
If I don't see you, remember I am working for you in some other place. My seeing you 
all the time will not necessarily help you. You will receive more by meditating deeply 
and regularly. I am not here only to help you in this life, but in the beyond also. 
 

Sri Sri Paramhansa Yogananda, Lecture  

 

January 6 
The Guru 
 
I want to ply my boat, many times,  
Across the gulf-after-death, 
And return to earth's shore from my home in Heaven. 
I want to load my boat  
With those waiting, thirsty ones who are left behind, 
And carry them by the opal pool of iridescent joy 
Where my Father distributes 
His all-desire-quenching liquid peace. 
 

Sri Sri Paramhansa Yogananda, Lecture  
“Man’s Eternal Quest” 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



January 7 
The Guru 
 
O my Guru! If all the gods are wroth, and yet thou art satisfied with me, I am safe in 
the fortress of thy pleasure. And if all the Gods protect me by the parapets of their 
blessings, and yet I receive not thy benediction, I am an orphan, left to pine spiritually 
in the ruins of thy displeasure. 
 

Sri Sri Paramhansa Yogananda  
“Whispers from Eternity” 

 

January 8 
The Guru 
 

જ્મા ં ભાયો પ્રભેી યશ ે છે, કે જ્મા ં કૃષ્ણ ને ક્રાઇસ્ટ તથા ફાફાજી, રશયેી ભશાળમ, શ્રી 
યકુ્તેશ્વયજી ને ફીજા વતંો યશ ેછે, તે ઘયે ઇશ્વય તભને ઇચ્છે છે, ત્મા ંાછા ફોરાલલા 
શં અવ્મો છુ.ં ભાલરક કશ ેછે, અલો, તેઓ ફધા ભાયાભા ંઅનદં ાભે છે. ન્નનો સ્લાદ, 

ફુરોનુ ં વંદમય, વાવંારયક પ્રેભના ક્ષલણક સખુ જેલા ઐરશક અનદંોની વયખાભણી ભાયા 
ઘયના રદવ્મ અનદં વાથે થઇ ળકે નશં. પક્ત એક જ લાસ્તવલકતા છે. ને તે એ કે 
ઇશ્વય છે. ફીજુ ંફધુ ંભરૂી જાલ. 
 
It is because God wants you that I am here with you, calling you to come Home, where 
my beloved is, where Krishna and Christ, and Babaji, Lahiri Mahasaya, Sri Yukteswarji, 
and the other saints are. “Come,” the Lord is saying, “they are all rejoicing in Me. No 
worldly joys – the taste of food, the beauty of flowers, the passing pleasure of earthly 
love – can compare with the divine joys of My home.” There is only one Reality. It is 
He. Forget everything else. 
 

Sri Sri Paramhansa Yogananda  
“Sayings of Paramhansa Yogananda” 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



January 9 
The Guru 
 

ગરુુ ળોધ્મા છી તેભના પ્રત્મે લફનળયતી બક્ક્ત શોલી જોઇએ, કાયણ કે તે પ્રભ ુભાટેનુ ં
ભાધ્મભ છે. ગરુુનો શતે ુછે કે તેના વળષ્મન ેઅત્ભવાક્ષાત્કાય કયાલલો; વળષ્મ ાવેથી ગરુુએ 
ભેલેર પ્રભે ગરુુ પ્રભનુે યણ કયે છે. 
 
When one has found his guru there should be unconditional devotion to him, because 
he is the vehicle of God. The guru’s sole purpose is to bring the disciple to Self-
realization; the love a guru receives from a devotee is given by the guru to God. 
 

Sri Sri Paramhansa Yogananda  
“Sayings of Paramhansa Yogananda” 

 

January 10 
The Guru 
 

જ્માયે હુ ંતભાયાથી દૂય શોઉં છુ ંત્માયે કદી ણ તભાયી ગેયશાજયીનુ ંદુઃખ નબુલતો નથી. 
કાયણ કે તભે અંતયભા ંવતત ભાયી વાથે છો ને વદાને ભાટે શળો. ક્યા ંતો અણ ેત્રે 
જીલીએ કે મતૃ્યનુા દ્વાયભાથંી વાય થઇએ અણે શભંેળા યભાત્ભાભા ંવાથે શોઇશુ.ં 
 
I never miss you all when I am away, because inwardly you are always with me now, 
and will be forevermore. Whether we are living here or pass through the portals of 
death, we shall always be together in God. 
 

Sri Sri Paramhansa Yogananda,  
to a group of disciples. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



January 11 
The Guru 
 

વાભાન્મ બક્ત ગરુુ લગય પ્રભનુે ાભી ળકે નશં. ઇશ્વય પ્રાપ્તત ભાટે ચ્ચીવ ટકા 
બક્ક્તલુયકની ધ્માનની પ્રલધીઓનો ભ્માવ, ચ્ચીવ ટકા ગરુુના અવળલાયદ ને ચાવ 
ટકા ઇશ્વયકૃા જોઇએ. અંત સધુી તભાયા પ્રમત્નોભા ંટર યશો તો ઇશ્વય તભોને દળયન 
અળે. 
 
Without a guru the average devotee cannot find God. It requires 25% devoted practice 
of meditation techniques; 25% blessings of guru; and 50% grace of God. If you remain 
steadfast in your efforts to the end, He will appear before you. 
 

Sri Sri Paramhansa Yogananda,  
“Yogoda Satsanga annual-series booklet”  

 

January 12 
Obedience 
 

વાચો વળષ્મ તેના ગરુુની દયેક અજ્ઞા વલયથા ાે છે. કાયણ કે ગરુુએ પ્રજ્ઞા ન ે
વલત્રતાની મવૂતિ છે. 
 
The true disciple obeys his guru implicitly in everything because the guru is a man of 
wisdom and purity. 
 

Sri Sri Paramhansa Yogananda,  
“Yogoda Satsanga annual-series booklet”  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



January 13 
Obedience 
 

જેભની આચ્છાળક્ક્ત પ્રભ ુવાથે એકતાય છે તેલા ગરુુની આચ્છા વાથે જો અણી ઇચ્છાને 
ગરુુના જ્ઞાન દ્વાયા દોયાલા દઇએ તો છી અણી આચ્છાને દોયલા તેઓ પ્રમાવ કયળે કે 
અણે રદવ્મતાના યસ્તે ઝડથી મવુાપયી કયીએ. વવંાયી ભાનલ ને વતં લચ્ચ ેમખુ્મ 
તપાલત એ છે કે વતંની આચ્છાળક્ક્ત રદવ્મ આચ્છા વાથે વભસ્લય શોમ છે. 
 
If we allow our will to be led by the wisdom of a master, whose will is in tune with 
God’s, the master then seeks to guide our will in such a way that we travel swiftly on 
the road back to divinity. The chief difference between a worldly man and a saint is 
that the wise man has attuned his will to the Divine Will. 
 

Sri Sri Rajarshi Janakanda: 
“Great Western Yogi”  

 

January 14 
Obedience 
 
Sometimes students say to me: “Such-and-such person is making better spiritual 
progress than I am. Why?” I reply: “He knows how to listen.” All men would be able to 
transform their lives by hearing with deep attention the simple counsel given in the 
ethical code of all religions. It is the stony core of egotism in the hearts of most men 
that prevents their listening carefully to the wisdom of the ages. 
 

Sri Sri Paramhansa Yogananda,  
“God Talks With Arjuna – The Bhagavad Gita”  

 

January 15 
Obedience 
 
Obedience to the guru is necessary for attunement with his wisdom. It is not slavery to 
follow the wish of a God-realized guru, because his wish gives independence and 
freedom. A true guru is the servant of God, carrying out His plan for your liberation. 
Realize this, and you will always obey, until you find perfect freedom in Spirit. 
 

Sri Sri Paramhansa Yogananda,  
“Yogoda Satsanga annual-series booklet”  

 
 
 
 



January 16 
Obedience 
 

ઇશ્વયાનભુવૂત લગય તભાયી ાવે થોડી સ્લતતં્રતા છે. તભાયા જીલન ય રાગણીઓ, ધનૂ ્
ભનોબાલો, ટેલો ને લાતાલયણ ળાવન કયે છે. વાચા ગરુુની વરાશને નવુયલાથી ન ે
એની વળસ્તને નાલલાથી, તભે આન્દ્ન્િમોની ગરુાભીભાથંી ધીભ ેધીભે મકુ્ત થળો. 
 
Without God-realization you have little freedom. Your life is ruled by impulse, whims, 
moods, habits, and environment. By following the advice of a true guru, and by 
accepting his discipline, you will gradually emerge from sense slavery. 
 

Sri Sri Paramahansa Yogananda,  
“Sayings of Paramahansa Yogananda”  

 

January 17 
Obedience 
 
It is easy for me to plant the seed of love for Divine in those who are in tune with me. 
Those who obey my wishes are reality not obeying me but the Father in me. God 
doesn’t talk to men direct, but uses the channel of the guru and his teachings. 
 

Sri Sri Paramahansa Yogananda,  
“Yogoda Satsanga annual-series booklet”  

 

January 18 
Obedience 
 

ભોટાભા ંભોટા ભશાત્ભાઓ તેભના ગરુુને નમ્રતાલૂયક વાબંે છે કાયણ કે તે વત્મ ભાગય છે. 
 
Even the greatest masters listen humbly to their gurus, because it is the way of 
righteousness. 
 

Sri Sri Paramahansa Yogananda,  
“Yogoda Satsanga annual-series booklet”  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



January 19 
Obedience 
 

તભાયી કાભ કયલાની વનચ્છા શોમ, ત્માયે તભે ળરૂઅતથી જ થાકી જાલ ને જ્માયે કાભ 
કયલા ઇચ્છો છો ત્માયે ળક્ક્તથી બયયૂ શોલ છો. શભંેળા આચ્છાણૂય કાભ કયો ને તભ ે
જોળો કે તભને થાક નરશ રાગે તેલી પ્રભનુી ળક્ક્ત લડે નબો છો. 
 
When you are unwilling to perform a task you are tired from the beginning, and when 
you are willing you are full of energy. Always work willingly and you will find that you 
are sustained by the indefatigable power of God. 
 

Sri Sri Paramahansa Yogananda,  
“Yogoda Satsanga annual-series booklet”  

 

January 20 
Introspection 
 
One secret of progress is self-analysis. Introspection is a mirror in which to see 
recesses of your mind that otherwise would remain hidden from you. Diagnose your 
failures and sort out your good and bad tendencies. Analyze what you are, what you 
wish to become, and what shortcomings are impeding you. 
 

Sri Sri Paramahansa Yogananda,  
“The Law of Success”  

 

January 21 
Introspection 
 

તટસ્થ ભને ોતાની જાતનુ ંથૃક્કયણ કયલાનુ ંદયેકે ળીખવુ ંજોઇએ. તભાયા વલચાયો ન ે
ઈત્કટ ઇચ્છાઓની દયયોજ નંધ રો. તભે શુ ંછો એ ળોધો. -- તભ ેતભાયી જાતને ધાયો ત ે
નશં! કાયણકે તભાયી જાતને તભે એલી ફનાલલા ભાગંો છો કે જે તભાયે ફનવુ ંછે. ઘણા 
ખયા રોકો ફદરાતા નથી કાયણકે તેઓ ોતાની ભરૂોને જોતા ંનથી. 
 
Everyone should learn to analyze himself dispassionately. Write down your thoughts 
and aspirations daily. Find out what you are – not what you imagine you are! Because 
you want to make yourself what you ought to be. Most people don’t change because 
they don’t see their own faults. 
 

Sri Sri Paramahansa Yogananda,  
“Man’s Eternal Quest” 



January 22 
Introspection 
 

તભાયે શુ ંથવુ ંજોઇએ ને તભે શુ ંથલા ભાગંો છો તે ભાટે પ્રમત્ન કયો. જેલા તભે તભાયા 
ભનને પ્રભભુા ંએકાગ્ર કયળો ને તભાયી જાતને તેની ઇચ્છા વાથે વભસ્લય કયળો તેભ 
તભે તભાયા ભાગે લધનુે લધ ુપ્રગવત કયળો. 
 
Endeavor to make yourself what you should be and what you want to be. As you keep 
your mind on God and attune yourself to His will, you will progress more and more 
surely in your path. 
 

Sri Sri Paramahansa Yogananda,  
“The Law of Success”  

 

January 23 
Introspection 
 

ભાનવવક યોજનીળી યાખલી એ વાયો વલચાય છે. યાવત્રએ સતૂા શરેા ટૂંક વભમ ભાટે ફવેો 
ને વયલૈય ુકાઢો. તભે શુ ંફનો છો તે જુઓ. તભાયા જીલનની રૂખ તભને વદં છે? જો 
નશં તો ફદરો. 
 
It is a good idea to keep a mental diary. Before you go to bed each night, sit for a short 
time and review the day. See what you are becoming. Do you like the trend of your 
life? If not, change it. 
 

Sri Sri Paramahansa Yogananda,  
“Sayings of Paramhansa Yogananda” 

 

January 24 
Introspection 
 
Many people excuse their own faults but judge others harshly. We should reverse this 
attitude by excusing other’s shortcomings and by harshly examining our own. 
 

Sri Sri Paramahansa Yogananda,  
“The Law of Success”  

 
 
 
 
 



 

January 25 
Introspection 
 

કોઇ ણ લસ્ત ુકે જેના વલળેની જાણકાયી શોમ તેના વફંવધત સ્દંનો તભાયાભા ંશોમ છે. 
જેઓ ફીજી વ્મક્ક્તઓભા ંદૂણો જોલાભા ંને તે ફાફતે લબપ્રામ ફાધંલાભા ંઝડી શોમ 
છે, તે દૂણોના ફીજ તેના ોતાનાભા ં ડેરા શોમ છે. વલત્ર ને ઈચ્ચ સ્દંનોના 
ભનોબાલલાી દેલતલૂ્મ વ્મક્ક્ત જેનો વંકય કયે છે, તેનાભાનંા પ્રભનુા તણખાથી શભંળેા 
વચેત શોમ છે ને તેના સ્દંનોના ક્ષેત્રભા ં જે કોઇ અલે તેના સ્રંદત ફને તેના 
ચુફંકીમ અત્ભીમ સ્દંનો લડે લધ ુવતવ્રતાથી ખંચે છે. 
 
Anything of which you are cognizant has a relative vibration within yourself. One who 
is quick to see and judge evil in other persons has the seed of that evil within himself. 
The God-like person of pure and high vibrational tone is always aware of the God-
spark in all he contacts, and his magnetic soul vibration draws to greater intensity that 
vibrational force in those who come within his vibrational range. 
 

Sri Sri Paramahansa Yogananda,  
“Yogoda Satsanga Lessons”  

 

January 26 
Introspection 
 
If you find that every day you are becoming either touchy, finicky, or gossipy, then you 
know that you are going backward. The best test is to analyze yourself and find out 
whether you are happier today than you were yesterday. If you feel that you are 
happier today, then you are progressing; and this feeling of happiness must continue. 
 

Sri Sri Paramahansa Yogananda,  
“Yogoda Satsanga Lessons”  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

January 27 
Introspection 
 
It is usually more or less easy to analyze others and classify them according to 
personality. It is often more difficult to turn the searchlight on one’s self in strict 
honesty, but that is what you must do in order to find out what improvement or 
change is necessary. One purpose in discovering your own personality is to know how 
you affect others. Consciously, or unconsciously, people feel your personality, and 
their reaction is a clue. 
 

Sri Sri Paramahansa Yogananda,  
“Yogoda Satsanga Lessons”  

 

January 28 
Introspection 
 
Look within yourself. Remember, the Infinite is everywhere. Diving deep into super-
consciousness, you can speed your mind through eternity; by the power of mind you 
can go farther than the farthest star. The searchlight of mind is fully equipped to throw 
its super-conscious rays into the innermost heart of Truth. Use it to do so. 
 

Sri Sri Paramahansa Yogananda,  
“Man’s Eternal Quest” 

 

January 29 
Introspection 
 
You know when you are doing wrong. Your whole being tells you, and that feeling is 
God’s voice. If you do not listen to Him, then He is quiet; but when you spiritually 
waken again He will guide you. He sees your good and your evil thoughts and actions, 
but whatever you do, you are His child just the same. 
 

Sri Sri Paramahansa Yogananda,  
“Yogoda Satsanga Lessons”  

 

January 30 
Introspection 
 
I always remember this truth when I mentally try to find a way to escape from 
something that seems too hard for me. I think then: “I am escaping, not overcoming.” 
 

Gyanamata 
“God Alone: The Life and Letters of a Saint”  



 
 

January 31 
Introspection 
 
By constantly following the inner voice of conscience, which is the voice of God, you 
will become a truly moral person, a highly spiritual being, a man of peace. 
 

Sri Sri Paramahansa Yogananda,  
“Lecture”  

 
 


